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Loss of Nominal Case Endings in the Modern Arabic Sedentary Dialects* 

Ann M. Miller 

1.0. 	 Introduction 

Classical Arabic (CA), which is widely accepted as representing pre-
hllamic Arabic speech and therefore the ancestor language of the present-day 
Arabic dialects (cf. Birkeland 1952; Blau 1961, 1965, 1966-67; Fergusm1 1959; 
Fiick 1955), had nominal case endings, while the modern sedentary (non-Bedouin 
--generally, urban) dialects do not have these endings. Since the modern 
sedentar-y dialects differ from each other in a nwnber of ways--even to the 
extent that a number of thew are not mutually intelligible--the question 
arises as to how all these dialects ca,ne to have in conunon the lack of 
nominal case endings. This paper exa,uines some of the evidence that has 
been brought to bear on this question, proposes some different analyses, and 
evaluates several of the existing theories in light of the new analyses. 

Unless otherwise noted, the transcription used here is phonemic and 
uses symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet.. A dot under the 
consonants t, cl, s, and z (t, cl, s, z) indicates pharyngealization. A clot 
under the c;;ns;;nai;t h (J;i) i~di;ates ~ voiceless pharyngeal fricative. 

2.0. 	 The Classical Situation (Nominal Case Endings) and the Modem 
Situation (Reanalyzed Rei1111al!!.!J. 

The CA nominal case endings and their modet'n reflexes are shown in 
Table I below. In addition, the markers for feminine gender (:-at 'FEM SG' 
and -at • FEM PL') and the marker for indefiniteness (-n-·-called 'nunation' 
in English, 'tanwin' in Arabic) are shown. CA words which are definite do 
not include the indefinite -n but, rather, end with the vowel which marks the 
case ending (-u 'NOM', -i 'GEN', or -a 'ACC') or with the dual or regular 
masculine plural endings. The parentheses around the !. in the modem femi-
nine singular marker =.I!!. indicate that the!. is pronounced only in certain 
environments. These environments are those in 1~hich the feminine mar·ker is 
followed by a pronoun or a nouu which is in a possessive relationship to the 
noun--the latter called 'constr·uct state' in English, 'idafa' in Arabic. 
In Levantine Arabic, for exa,nple, 'university', lit. 'university-FEM SG' 
(/:Jam~-at/) is pronounced [:Jim'i-a]; 'his university', lit. 'university-
FEM SG--his' is [Jim'i-It-u]; 'her univer·sity', lit. 'university-FEM SG-her' 
is [J~'i-It-ha]; 'Yamouk Univer,;ity'; lit. 'University-FEM SG-Yannouk' is 
[Jim~-It yarmuk]; and 'The University of Jordan', lit. 'University-FEM SG 
DEF-Jordan' is [Jim'i'-It Il-?urdun]. Note that the!. in the feminine marker 
for the modern dual (where vronounced) and the modern r·egular plural is . 
always pronounced since it is followed by a suffix (-in) which is closely 
connected to it. 
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Table 1: Classical Arabic Case Endings and their Modern Renmants 

CLASSICAL ARABIC MODERN ARABIC 
Gender Case Indefinite- Gender Case Indefinite-

SINGULAR (F) (M&F) 11ess (M&F) (F) (M&F) ness 
Nominative -at -u -n 
Genitive -at -i -n > -a(t) yS yS 
Accusative -at -a -n 

DUAL 
Nominative 

(F) 
-at 

(M&F) 
-8ni 

(M&F) 
ii 

(F) 
-at/pl 

(M&F) 
-ayn/p! 

(M&F) 
ii 

Genitive -at -ayni yS > (Most dialects have fl, aud 
Accusative -at -ayni ii plural has replaced dual) 

REGULAR PLURAL· (F) 
Nominative -at 

(M)/(F) (F) 
-iina/-11 -n 

(F) (M)/(F) (F) 

Genitive -at -ina/-i -n -iit -in/yS yS 
Accusative -at -foa/-i -n 

IRREGULAR (BROKEN) PLURAL= STEM CHANGING 
(M&F) (M&F) (M&F) (M&F) 

Nominative -u -n 
Ge1dtive 
Accusative 

-i 
-a 

-n 
-n 

} > yS 

As Table 1 shows, nounR in the modern dialects have geuerally undergone 
four changes from CA in phonology and morphology: 

(1, 2) Phonology: unconditioned loss of indefinite -n and -V, and 
conditioned loss of feminine singular -t. - -

(3, 4) Morphology: merger of the nominative marker with the genitive/ 
accusative marker in the regular plural and--in thu·se dialects 
that retain it--the dual. 

These changes have resulted in the sedentary dialects losing their nominal 
case distinctions. 

It is unclear, however, how all these dialects have come to have this 
same change in cononon since the dialects are spread out over a vast area. 
Several theories have been advanced which specifically account for this 
phenomenon L,y postulating phonological and morphological changes that led to 
it. Prominent among them are those of Birkeland (1952), Cantineau (1953), 
and Blau (1961, 1965, 1966-67), all outlined below. 

2.1. Birkeland's Theory 

Harris Birkeland (1952), drawing on the ohservation that Classical 
Arabic had pausal (citation) forms which were essentially like the modern 
forms (except for the n01ninative/ohlique merger), took these forms as the 
origin of the modern dialectal forms. That is, in CA -(t)V(n)# in singular 
and broken plural forms in context (non-pause) position became J1 in pause 
position (in isolation and sentence finally) in the nominative and genitive, 
and it hecrune -a in the accusative. Furthermore, some Old Arabic dialects 
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had pausal fonos which end.et! in ¢ for all the cases. Birkeland proposed that 
these reduced pau~al forms of these old dialects were then generali'zed to 
context position in a later stage of the dialects so that fonns representing 
more categories replaced forms representing fewer categories: the earlier 
system with one fqrm representing each of the nominative, genitive, and 
accusative cases gave way to a system with one fonn--.,S--representing all 
three cases. Birkeland stated that this conclusion is the only one possible 
because: 

(1) we know that CA and some old dialects had both context forms aud 
pausal forms; 

(2) the modern sedentary dialects have only pausal f~rms, with context 
forms as relics in places that could not have pausal forms (the 
construct state, or idafa); 

(3) therefore, the form that survived had to have replaced the lost 
form. 

Even though this conclusion is not explicit as to how the replacement 
happened, it is a plausible explanation of the changes in nouns that took 
place hetween CA and the 111odern dialects. 

2.2. Caritineau's Theory 

Jean Cantineau (1953) proposed that the loss of case endings was 
brought about by a phonetic sound change which dropped short final v01iels, 
plus a morphological rebuilding of the case system, in the following steps. 

(1) 	 Short vo1'1els (especially !! and i) were weakened and so were 
subject to loss in open syllables. Therefore, first the nomina-
tive marker -u becaine JZ!, and then the. genitive marker -i became 
f!. After these changes, only the accusative marker -a remained. 

(2) 	 The case system underwent morphological rebuilding to lose the 
nominative and genitive distinctions in indefinite nouns, too 
(by analogy to definite nouns): ::!!!! became JZ!, and -in became JZ!. 

(3) 	 A phonetic sound change made context -a and pause -ii(<~) 
become JZ!. After this change, context -an was the only case 
ending left. 

(4) 	 Then -an in context became ¢ due to morphological rebuilding (hy 
analogy to the other forms which had¢ endings already), 

2.3. Blau's Th~ 

Joshua Blau (1961, 1965, 1966-67) maintained that the modern Arabic dia-
lects grew out of Middle Arabic dialects which diverged from CA as CA spread 
outside the Arabian Pe11insula during the Islamic couquests (c.a. 632-800 
A.D.). These nesi dialects differed from each other because they developed 
in different towns, but they all lost case (and mood) endings due to (1) the 
influence of the foreign languages which did not have case endingsi (2) the 
stress changing from weakly centralizing to strongly centralizing, and (3) 
the gene~alization of pausal forms to co11text position. He argued that 
these .changes occurred in the following· steps. 

(1) Short vowels in. open syllables (especially word finally) were 
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weakened and therefore tenc.led to drop. !! and i dropped first 
because they were weaker than!!· This resulted in nominative 
and genitive definite singular nouns, feminine sound (regular) 
plurals, and hroken (irregular) plurals losing -u and -i. 

(2) 	 Nominative and genitive pause forms were extendec.lto context, so 
that -uu and -in becrune ,S. 

(3) 	 Word final longvowels became short so that pausal accusative -a 
from context -an became -a. 

(4) 	 ~ was weakened and then c.lroppecl in open (especially final) sylla-
bles, so accusative -a became ,S. At this stage, -au in.context 
was the only vestige-;;f the forner case markers left, no longer 
sigr,ifying case since the system had broken down so much. 

(5) 	 Accusative pausal forms (with ,S ending) were optionally extended 
to context," so that no final case markers were left except 
optionally. 

(6) 	 The ohlique cai,,e markers of the dual (-ayn) and the masculine 
sound (regular) plural (-in) replaced the nominative markers 
(-an and .-un, respectively), since there was 110 longer a 
need to distinguish cases, 

3.0. Evidence Which Illwuinates These Theories 

All of these theories deal with plausible types of changes, and so, 
since they are not mutually· exclusive, it is possihle that any or--as Blau 
argues--all of the factors which they propose could have contributed to the 
loss of case endings in the Arahic dialects. The task, then, is to find 
evidence that sheds light on what probably occurred, so that the amount of 
speculation 11ecessary about what possibly occurred can he 111i11imized. 

There is a body of documents available which provides such evidence and 
which scholars in general--including those mentioned above (except Blau)--
had not consic.lered 1'1hen developing their theories. 2 These are the 1'1ritings 
of non-Arabs during the first five or so centuries of Arab rule (approxi-
mately the 8th through the 12th centuries A.O.). Blau (1961, 1965, 1966-67), 
who has analyzed hundreds of these writings, maintains that they provide 
information about characteristics of colloquial Arabic inunediately following 
the Islruoic conquests. As such, they are the oldest documents available 
which reveal the colloquial speech after the conquests provided the oppor-
tunity for extensive changes in Arabic to take place, due to the interming-
ling of Arabs from different areas in military campaigns and settlements and 
to the learning of Arabic by the conquered non-Arahs. They thus reveal a 
stage of Arabic which is intermediate between Classical Arabic, which had 
case endings, and the later stage of dialectal Arahic which does not have 
case endings (Blau's 'Moc.lern Arabic'). Blau termed this intermediate stage 
'Middle Arabic (MA).' As an intern,ediate stage, MA provides inforJUation 
about some of the steps the- language went through as it changed from the CA 
type to the modern dialectal type. 

These texts are written in CA, which was the standard written language, 
and the characteristics of MA are revealed in them as deviations from CA. 
Blau points out that there are no known texts written iu colloquial MA, .so 
the best that can be c.lone to ascertain the traits of MA is to analyze texts 
of CA which coutain deviations. He states that these texts are very 
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revealing sources of MA ,dnce they .contain nwn(,rous deviations. lie argues 
that such deviations represent either intrusions from the spoken"language or 
hyper-- or hypo·-correcti011s since the writers: were generally ·trying to write 
in the prestigious standard language (CA). 

The deviations appear almost exclusively in manuscripts written by Jews 
And Christians who 1,rote (usually copied) mainly religious texts i.n their new 
lan!(Uage--Arahic. Blau notes that while a few colloquialisms occur in offi-
cial Muslim papyri of this time, they do·not occur often because, as the 
language of their religion, CA was an extremely high ideal for Arabs. Conse--
quently, Arabs were very careful not to let many colloquialisms enter their 
wribng, while non-Arabs were either not as careful or not as able since CA 
was not such fl high ideal or as familiar for them. Even so, Blau points out 
that. the few colloquialisms which occur in Arab papyri and poetry at the 
beginning of the 8th century A.D. have the same basic characteristics as 
those which occur in noll-Arab texts. Therefore it can he assumed that MA 
was in use as eady as this and that the Arabic spoken by Arabs at this time 
had the sa1ne basic characteristics as that spoken by non--Arabs and revealed 
in their writings. 3 

According to lllau (1961, 1966-67), among the non-Arabs, the texts which 
reveal the most. about the spoken language of this time are those written by 
Christia11s in Southern Palestine for other Christians because there are many 
more texts available from this area than from the other areas which produced 
such texts. Furthcrmor,,, these writings include the earliest dated docwnents 
which include nwnerous examples of MA and numerous manuscripts which were 
written in the monasteries there in the second half of the 9th and the 10th 
centuries. They Rlso include a nwnber of undated manuscripts with munerous 
examples of MA for which there is evidence that they ,,ere written there in 
the 8th centur·y--smne as early as the beginning of the century. Most of 
these are translations -fr·om Greek and Syriac, but. some are originals in 
Arabic; showing that the native non--Arabs dirl, indeed, produce this type of 
writing. As Blau poillts out:, the dialect char·acteristics revealed in these 
,Iocrnnents are nut homogeneous with the characteristics revealed in docu11ients 
from other areas, other religio11s, or other times. However, his studies have 
shown that the basic featur-es of all these different dialects are the same, 
and so Southern Palestinian Christian Arahic--01· Arabic of Soutl1er11 Pales-
tine, abbreviated ASP by Blau 1966-67---can reasonably be used to represent 
MA as a whole, while also noting the deviations in the docwnents which repre-
sent only ASP or only the particular copyist. Blau (1966-67) r!oes just this, 
and so the present study looks at the ASP deviations which Blau indicates are 
also conunon to other MA dialects. 

Blau (1961, 1966··67) notes that precautions must he taken when analyzing 
MA texts because some of the deviations from CA do not represent the spoken 
Arabic of the time. For example, a nwnher of the deviations are pseudo-
correct ions, which are a mixture of standard and colloquial features, result.·· 
ing -from the writers trying to use CA but not always applying its rules cor-
rectly. Types of pseudo-corrections which are found in the texts include 
111a.lapropisms: (such as writing lasiyyam~ for lii_J~i_yyamii 'especially'; 
Blau 1966--67: 50), use of CA fonns where they are not appropriate (cfllled 
t llyper-· ' or I over·-correction' __:such as use of the prestigious nominative 
case whe,·e the less prestigious oblique cc1se is appropriate; Blau 1966--67: 
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51), and mixtures of MA forms with CA forms (called 'hypo--' or 'half-
correction '---such as use of a dual verb before a duRl subject, wlien CA used 
a singular verb hefore a dual subject, and MA used a plural verh hefore a 
dual subject; Blau 1966-67: 51.). Blau notes that the ASP texts also show 
influences from the other language spoken in the area---Aramaic--as well as 
loan translations from the languages that many of the texts were originally 
writteu in--Greek and Syriac. The texts also show influences froJO CA spell-
ing (such as usuRlly spelling words _which had CA .'.! or ~ with their respective 
CA letters eveu though these sounds had probably merged in ASP; Blau 1966-67: 
56, 113-114) and from traditio,rnl literary features which had disappeared 
from the spoke11 language (such as following an imperfect verb which ended in 
a long vowel with the symbol fo1· -n when the dialectal pronunciation no 
longer- included the -n; Blau 1966-67: 57). Therefore, in order to identify 
the ti·ue MA features from these texts and weed out the pseudo-corrections 
and other deviations from CA which did not represent. influences from collo-
quial Arabic, Blau "(1965,. 1966-67) listed in his studies of Judaeo-Arabic 
and ASP texts only those features which occur-red ill a number of the texts as 
reliable features of MA, because they recurred. The present study relies 
only on these recurrent MA features of ASP which Blau compiled. 

4.0. What These Texts Show about the Loss of Nominal Case Endings 

Blau's (1966-67) compilation of a granunar of Christian Arabic based on 
his analysis of numerous grammatical characteristics of the Southern Pales-
tinian texts includes a nwnber of conclusions about the historical changes 
that the language underwent to reach this stage of Middle Arabic. A reanaly-
sis of the data he considered points to some additional conclusions, some 
different conclusions, and some of the same conclusions, as discussed below. 

4.1. A Stress Shift Could Have Occurred 

Blau notes that while long vowels are generally indicated in these 
texts, short vowels generally are not, making it difficult to draw conclu-
sions about ASP based on the occurrence or nonoccuri·ence of vowels. Ho1,1-
ever, the places where vowels are indicated show that some of the vowels 
(short vowels more than long vowels) were somethnes written with symbols 
which indicated a different vowel quality than the vowels had in CA, and 
that long vowels 1,1ere often shortened in final open syllables and short 
vowels were often dropped in open unstressed (especially final) syllables. 
The changes in short vowels are shown mainly by ,rn 8th century fragment of 
Psalm 78 which is wri tte11 all in Greek letters and includes the original 
Greek text and a translation into Arabic. Since it is written in Greek 
letters, it indicates all the Arabic vowels, including the short vowels--
which the Arabic script generally does not indicate. It thus provides a 
rare window on the full vocalization of Arahic at this time. 

A reanalysis of the data cited by Blau (1966-67) ·supports his conclu-
sions (p. 44) that these r;eneral trends occurred. The fact that the data 
bears out his conclusion that 'the quality of the short vowels was rather 
i11conshmt' supports his subsequent. co11clusion that the vowels in ASP 'were 
weakened, thus becoming liable to change and elimination.' The inconstancy 
of ASP's vowels is shown i11 the examples that Blau (]966-67: 63-65) cites of 
ASP letters which represent different vo1,1el qualities fro1n CA, list_ed below 
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in Table 2. 

Nwuber__ of' 
_instanc~ 

8 
(1--3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6-7) 

(8) 

2 
(1) 
(2) 

(3 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

2 
(1) 
(2) 

2 
(1) 
(2) 

(1) 

3 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

Tahle 2: ASP ll'ordsi with VoNel Qualities that. Differ from CA 
( from Blaµ 1966--67: 6:3-65_) 

ASP Vowel_ 
(underlined) 

~ 

O!,k~ll~l~U 

i'l.f !otil 
<!1<,cf<f 

£J/1'ia',d).!1' 

+do-<At1' 

~-!'1 (same text) 
llf'E/( .. ,., &d./fd.

;,..i,.,/1 - ).;"/1 

!! 
m_gqa.dira 

YL!Qruh 

yusir 

~ 
11iu..  
!;(1'"~ J ·"'~'"'  

!! 
sulm 
JO~SQ 

i 
'l",~.OVf 

~ (wr·itte11 as 
a in Arabic) 

mamra 
fo-filE1' 

for CA Vm,el 
(underlined) 

a 
W_"!-1-?~wdiy? 
and--DEF--streams 
l~'i'all 
y~-qdir 
3MASC SG IMPERF-can 
ist"!~al-~t. 
kindle/PASSIVE--3FEM SG 
fa-sal ·-~t 
and-gush out-3FEM SG PERF 

!'1 
s~na 
l!'!-hwn 
to-them 

!'!)* 
m~·-qadir-a 
noun-can-FEM SG 
y£3-9ruh 
3MASC SG IMPERF-beat 
Y."!-$fr 
3MASC SG IMPERF-become 

i 
Jiddan 
{~tafal-at 
kindle/PASSIVE-3FEM SG PERF 

.i 
sj,_lm 
m_isl} 

~ 

mrunr8 
fa-s~l-at 
and--gush out-3FEM SG PERF 
lill~lik 

· 

'and the streams' 

'perhaps' 
'can' 

'was kindled' 
PERF' 

'and it. gushed out·' 

c hE~aven' 
'to them' 

'ability' 

'he will beat' 

'he will become' 

'much' 
'was kindled' 

'pc?ace 1 

'haircloth' 

'fowels' 

'Mamre' 
'and it gushed out' 

c therefore' 

*The parentheses around the listing of ASP ~! written for CA .'! indicate 
that these instances may represent morphological, rather than ph,jnetic, 
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substitution. This is so hecause all of the examples that Blau cites  
,exhibit the substitution in a prefix: one instance of mu- for ma- 
(prefixes for verbal nouns), and two instances of Y!!:: f~:I@:: (prefixes  
for imperfect active verbs). Since these prefixes which contain the u  
occur in Arahic---a11d freque11tly--it ~muld 11ot be surprising if the -
non--native speake,·s of Arabic occasionally mixed up the prefixes which  
contained !! and !"· If ASP Q for CA ~ were a phonological change, one  
would expect to also find it .in environments other than those which are  
morphologically defined (here, prefixes). Therefore, it seems that the  
~! for !! substitutions noted by Blau and listed here should not be  
included in data showjng that vowel quality in ASP was inconstant.  

The rlata in Table 2 shows that CA_!!, i, Q, and~ were subject to phonologi-
cal chauge in ASP and that, in general, the change was centralization: !!>~, 
i>e, and ii>e. Also,· occasionally i and :<! were interchanged. Centraliza-
ti~n could f;ave heen a reason for this, too, if the pronunciation of these 
vowels diverged from peripheral toward central so that hearers perceived them 
as fal.ling.withjn the opposite phoneme boundary. All these changes point to 
a situation in which these four vowels varieil from their CA pronunciations, 
al least sometimes, enough that ASP hearers (including writers) perceived 
them as different vowels, and then ASP >vriters wrote them as the different 
vowels. In such a situation, it iaould not l,e unusual that fewer of the long 
vowels varied in their pronunciations than the short vowels did (as this data 
shows--only a; not i or ii; but a, i, and. u) since their longer duration 
would have made the~~ mor'~ resistant to ce-;;tralization, both in production 
and in per·ception. 

Along wHh this inconstancy of vowel quality, the data listed hy Blau 
also indicates that, in contrast to CA, long vn1,rels were shortened in final 
open syllables, and short vowels were deleted in open unstressed sylables--
especially word finally. Some of the evidence cited by Blau in support of 
the first c] aim j s that words which end in CA -·a are sometimes writ ten 
with ·-a in ASP, and CA ·-i is sometimes written--.,;_s -i in ASP. The second 
clai11i'is supported by Blau's report that a symbol indicating the lack of a 
vowel (Arabic sukiin, symbolized 0 following the consonant it is written) 

above is sometimes written in ASP at the ends of words which ended in a 
shor·t vowel in CA. The loss of short vowels in· open unst1·essed syllables in 
ASP is further supported hy Blau' s observat'ion that a syinhol indicating 
glottal stop followed by a vowel (Arabic ?alif, symbolized I) is sometimes 
added before au initial consonant. that was followed by a short vowel in an 
open unstressed syllable in CA. Blau reasons that a vowel was added before 
the initial consonant of the word because the unstressed vowel following 
this consonant had been dropped. The vowel was inserted, apparently, in 
order to break up the consonant cluster which resulted when the unstressed 
vowel was dropped-·-a phenomenon which is common in Arabic. For example, CA 
fuluu ([~alayhlm]) was written in ASP as ?Hylun ((?a'>layhim]). 

Blau (1969: 221, 1965: 45) states that. the changes in the vo1,rels in ASP 
descrjhed above played an important. role in bringing about the loss of case 
endings and that a factor in bringing about these vowel changes was a change 
in stress. He claims that CA must have had weakly centralizirig stress (see 
Footnote 1) because short vowels were preser·ved in open unstressed syllables, 
but that the stress must have shifted to strongly centralizing i.n ASP because 
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short vowels were then blurred in open unstressed syllables, as described 
above. I\ Wh-ile it. seems l.i.kely that· the cha1iges, i11 vbwels (especially Joss 
of final short vowels) contributed greatly to the loss of the ca.se entlings··-
some of which wet~e 1narl,ed solc?ly by pHrtjcular ·fi11al short vowels--it :is uol 
clear· whether a ch,mge of stress did or did not bring !'}bOLi't these vowel 
changes. 

The conclusion that a stress shift occurred is c:<>nsistent with the 
facts, ant! so it is " possible explanation for them. It. is wiuely accepted 
that vowels which get cent.nil izecl (1·educed) ans unstressed and ofte11 occur 
in open syllables, especially al: the ends uf words. Since centr·,ilization 
wealiens thr. vm,e1s (makes them less perceptually cl:istind:), such vowels are 
often subseq11eotly lost ,iltogether. Therefore, it would be expected that if 
the slree;s ln Arahi c !,ad changed from CA to MA i11 such 0 w,iy as to favor 
centralization of vowels more than it had before, then more vowels th,m 
before would show centralization and possib]y total :toss i11 these environ-
ments. Since this prediction describes the phenomena exhibited for the 
vowels which occur in the ASP texts, the conclusion could hE, reached for 
this stage of Arabic that a shift in the type of stress had occu1Tecl. 

Hm,ever, such a concJusion is not nequired by the facts. Vowel cen--
tralization cr-,n occur 1,1henever a sy.llable is unstressed; it does not need to 
l,e preceded by n shift in stress. 1'hn syllahles in which the vm·1els were 
reduced or lost: in MA could ,i.lso have been unstressed in CA but not have 
undergone vowe] reductim, or loss yet. lf' this was lhre cases (and there is; 
no evidence that it was nut th'e case), then ASP would simply be the stage at 
which thf, vowel changes occurred, after the impetus for the clumges was set 
up at an earlier stage. Therefore, since such a situation does not re,1uire 
positing that a shift in stress occurred between CA and MA, Ute vowel phe·-
nomena do not show that the!'e had necessArily been a shift in stress; the}' 
only show that there could have been A shift in stress. 

So these data show that Cantineau' s ,iml Blau' s theories that th<? loss 
of case encl:ings begau with a shift in stress could he right hut may not be. 
The fact that they give enough information to shm,1 that these tht'ories could 
be correct is a step forward :from the arp;umentation supp]ied hy Cantineau 
i,nu Blau, who extrapolated their cone lusions fco1n only a fm, facts. The 
fact that these data show that there is not enough information to confinn 
these theories is also a step forward, ,;ince Gantineau And Blau both assert 
that a stress shift did occur, imp]ying that: the ev:ideuce definitely 
supports such a conclusion. 

4. 2. Nominal_ Case JS:ndings _May_NotHave _Been_ Lost Cornplelely_ Yet 

The ASP texts give evidence that the nominal case end.ings had been lost 
at the ends of words by tlds ti111e, supporti11f( Blau's (1961, 1965, 1q66--67) 
claim that the case, en<lini{s had completely disappeared by the time of ASP. 
However, contrary to Blau's claiu,, the ASP texts also p;ive evidence that the 
case endings may not yet have disappeared 1,hen followed by a pronoun suffix. 
The evidence supporting this s:it.uAtion of partial preservatio11 of the case 
endings at this time is examined belm,1. 

4. 2.1. Case Endings_ at _j:~'"' _:(i:_1l,~!'; qf_ \l'c,_r_~ 
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Blau (1967: 317-318) reports that, except for one word (¥e,~«) for 
· · ,iiddan 'much', where -01 for -a- marks the accusative case--di~ed below 

in Section 4.2.4), th;-Greek/Arabic fragment of Psalm 78 exhibits no case 
endings at the ends of words, The examples that Blau gives are listed below. 
Here, and in the rest of this paper unless otherwise noted, underlining of a 
blank space iu the ASP text indicates the place where a CA letter would have 
occurred, Underlining in the corresponding CA word shows the CA letters 
that are not indicated in the ASP text. 

ASP: 

(1) oo. l-o~,-- ... 
/!~t.rr.{, __ _ 

wa-xuhz-a-11 •.. ma?id-at-a-n 
antl-bread-ACC-INDEF•.. table-FEM SG-ACC-INDEF 

'and bread ... table' 

(2) .,.,'l)..,.OlJj{-- luh1JJ11-a-n 
me;t-ACC-INDEF 

tmeat' 

Case endings are not listed in the Greek/Arabic psalm even when the noun 
occurs in the 'constn1et state' ('ir,lafa construction' in Arabic)--a syntac-
tic cor1struction made up of a series of nouns which indicate possession of N1 
by N2 Antl--if three nouns occur--N2 l,y N3, In this construction, the nouns 
are very closely tied together and therefore--except the final word--would 
not he pronounced in their pause forms in CA. Blau states that in ASP, how-
ever, such nouns are written in their pause forms, and he gives the following 
exruuple. 

ASP: 

oa..~ r.e'A-- l'°'/1A--, wa-mi81-i raml-i-1-buhiir 
t.~pouJ-ovr and-as-GEN sand-GEN-DEF-sea 

'and as the sand of the sea' 

In this example, the case vowel of CA mi9li was not written in the ASP 
text, and Blau says that the case vowel of CA ramli also was not written in 
the ASP. Since Greek £--which occurs in this text after the Greek for raml 
---is a vowel, though, this could he the i of ramli. This possibility i~t 
likely, since the <lots in the Greek rendering of ASP apparently indicate word 
boundaries, but it should be considered and investigated further. In any 
case, this example shows that ASP dropped at least some case endings in this 
construction. Since this position is so resistant to deletion, this is 
«trong evidence that ASP had either, as Blau claims, totally lost the case 
distinctions which forJUerly occurred at the ends of words (if the Greek !, 
was not the i from ramli), or nearly lost these distinctions (if the~ was 
the i from rrunli). 

Two other examples which Blau (1967: 320) cites as evidence that the 
cases had been lust in ASP actually show that the fonn which marked the 
cases in CA did not always disappear--sometimes it just ceased to-carry out 
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its for·mer fun ct ion. In these two examples, lis lee! below, the noun ?ax 
'brother', which is it, the co.nstruct state, e11ds iu the form of a CA~se 
ending which is an incorrect ending for this context: -ii in ?ax-ii 
( 'hrother-NOM') sig11alJed the 11ominative case in CA, bui-:--this ~;truction 
re,1uired a genH i ve marker (:-i) on this noun. 

(l) 	 l(i) y(a))qub ?(a)x··i! r(u)b··na  
to James brother-NOM lonl··our  

'to .James, lhe brother of our lord' 

(2) 	 r(.i)sal··ct y(a)'iqiib ?(a)x··i! r(u)b-·na  
epistle-r'EM. SG James brother-N.QM lord··our  

'the 	epi,,t le of Jrunes, the brother of our lord' 

Ther·efore, these endings, while retained in form at the end of the word, 
appe,i,· to no longer be functional as case markers. This situation is dis-
cussed in detail i11 the next sectiou. 

4. 2. 2. Case Endings Before Pronoun Suf_fixes 

Blau (1967: 318 n.3) points out that sometimes lite CA case eudings were 
omitted in ASP before attl'lclwc.l pronoun suffixes, and he claims that these 
instances represent the actual ASP usage. The two examples he cites of this 
type of omission, from the Greek/Arabic Psalm 78, are: 

ASP: 	 _for CA: 

( 1) J.E,{J, 0£7-, {,/f ~ahw-at-!!-hwn  
desire··FEM SG-·ACC··their (MASC)  

'their desire' 

(2) 	 t<<e!.rr_,bv quds-j,·hi:  
sanctuary-GEN-his  

'of his sanctuary' (no overt preposition) 

He notes that at other times the case endings occurred in this position in 
ASP, and he claims that these instances were not the general usage but were due to 
the influence of CA--that is, that they were hyper-corrections. The two examples 
he gives of this are the following, with the case en,dings underlined. 

ASP: 

bi··?a1,i6an···i_-hi1n  
wi th-i du ls-GEN· -their (MASC)  

'with llu,ir idols'  

http:y(a)'i'qi.ib
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0(2) P7/•/fEY '"1-0V'T"f.o hi-·ma11xiit-al-_i-him 
.,.~,1'/f Iii th-·graven jmage-FF.M PL·-GEN-their (MASC) 

'with their graveu images' 

If these occurrences of case endings are hyper-corrections, it is 
curious that they occur only before a pronoun suffix and uever at the end of 
a worcl. If the writer was correcting his Arabic according to the rules of 
CA, it. would he expected that he.would have at .least occasionally written 
case endings in the most obvious place they occur in CA--at the encls of 
words. Since he did not do this, it raises the question of whether the 
insbmces of case endings before the pronoun suffixes are, indeed, instances 
of hyper-correction. 

The alternative is that these case endings represent the actual usage 
of the time. Perhaps case ending vowels had not been totally lost yet hut 
were still pronouuced--at least sometimes--when they were not at the e11d of 
a worcl. This is plausible, since such va1•els would have been protected by 
the suffixes which attached after them, so they would have beeu less suscep-
tible to changes that affected the ends of words than vmsels which came at 
the e11ds of words would have bee11. 

Adc.litional evidence in support of this hypothesis comes from the 
examples Blau (1967: 318··321) gives of vowels that represent cases in CA 
which occur in ASP texts after ?ab 'father' ,md ?ax 'brother.' Blau cites 
124 instances where this happens in a nwuber of manuscripts. Of the 12 
examples t.hat he 1orites out fully (which include 26 instances of ?ab or ?ax), 
All hut two (those listed ahove) have pronoun suffixes attached after the 
vmoels. This is a substantial increase over the examples noted by Blau in 
both the nwubcr of cxrunples and the number of manuscripts in ·which these 
vowels we1·e written in ASP. Therefore, these exa111ples make it look more 
plausible than Blau jndicates that at this time what had heen case vowels in 
CA continued to be pronouncec.l 1shen they occurred •before p1·onoun suffixes (as 
well as sometimes without the suffixes). ·, 

This evidence is not unquestionably supportive of the theory just 
advanced, and the theory is not without qualifications. But the possibility 
that CA case vowels were pronounced in ASP at least sometimes (possibly 
mainly before pronoun suffixes) is one of several scenarios that would 
explain all this evidence without leaving problematic exceptions that need 
to l>e explained as influence from CA in only limited envirotnnents--as Blau' s 
_theory does. All these explanatory theories deserve to be considered, and 
so the qualifications of the above theory as well as the rest of the theories 
are discussed below. 

One of the problems that must he accounted for is that, as noted above, 
the case vowels which occur in the ASP texts described here are often the 
wrong vowels for the cases that should occur in these positions. Of the 124 
exa111ples involving ?ab and ?ax which Blau cites, almost all are examples in 
which the wrong case vowel (often ii) was used. The seven which are exam-
ples of the correct vowel being 11s-;;;d are from manuscripts that Blau says are 
gra1nn,atical ly corrected ( even though they also exhibit deviations from CA in 
the ca,;e vowel,;j, and so he discounts them. Only the two examples first 
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mentioned jn this sectio1i--··from the Greek/Arabic psalm and one im,tance (>f' 
?a)=! in an exainple that includes three instances of ?ab---have the correct CA 
vowel for the case ending without the possibility oF"it having been corrected 
after the origim1l writing. The theory that the cFtse vowels were smnetirne,; 
pronou11ced i11 ASP must: therefore he qualified to account. for Jllany of these 
vowels being wrong. Three possibilities exist to account for these vo1,els 
in the theory just proposed. 

One possibility is; that. a vowel was oft.en prm,ounced in the case·-marki11g 
position but that the particular vowel always or often varied rantlomly so 
that sometimes it. matched the CA vowel used to mark the particular case, and 
smnetimes it <lid not. Such a situation would have occurTed if ASP hatl a 
ru.le to insert a vowel--but, for 111any people at least, not any particular 
vowel but often ii--after a noun in particular environments (n1ainly before 
a pronoun suffix). If this was a rule that 11ot everyone used or that was 
v iolat.e<l occasionally, the fm; exceptions in the examples examined here in 
which a vm,el was not inserted between a noun and a pr011oun suffix would be 
explainer!. If this rule was soinetiines extended to nouns in the construct 
state, the two examples exainined here of a wrong case vowel beillg used in 
the construct state would be explained. In such a sftuation, the system of 
case marking would have either broken down ent:irely already or would have 
been in the process of breaking down, depending on whether some speakers 
still had a sense of case marking--even possibly iuc.luding some rules to 
place, t.he correct CA vowel in the correct position at. particular· times. 

The seeoJ1d possibility i.s that the case vowels were pronounced 011.ly in 
the environments exh.ibitetl here. That is, the words Zab 'father', Jax 
1 hrother', ?aw03n. (idols', and manxiilii.t 'graven iruages'-·--or religious 
words in ge·~~·;;-i:·= -might have been-t~;;-,;-~,-ved longer in their older fol'Jns ( fol·· 
1owed by case vowels) than other nouns in ASP ,-,ere, becausp of having a spc-· 
cial status as religious vocabulary and because of being r,~peated often in 
their old CA forms in re1igious contexts;, or as the result of loss by diffu-
sion. The forms followed by pronoun suffixes coultl have been preser·vetl 
longer t.hall the forms without these suffixes, due to protect.ion by the suf-
fixes. In this situation, ASP or some speakers of ASP cotild have had rules 
such as thosE! described for the first possibility above, except that the 
environments woulcl have been speci fie<l either f,,r these particular words or, 
more generally, for religious words. Th:is would he a situation in which thL' 
system of case mar·kin!! hatl broken down even more than it would have for the 
first scenario descdbed above, but·--conlrary to ll1Au's theory---some sense 
of it would still have existe,I. 

A third scenario is a1so possible· --that the case vowels represent"d by 
the Arabic ASP writings are indicative of only the writing system and not of 
the spoken lallg,rnge of ASP. 111 this si t.ualion, t.he vo1,els cm,cerned arc the 
lonl,( vowels attached after ?sb and ?ax, since these c1re the only case vowels 
that occur in these cxainple;-in writings done in the Arabic: script.. In this 
situation, if the vowels following _?ab An<l Jax are only pad of the Arabic 
wr-i bng system for ASP, then they likely represent an earlier pronunciation, 
and so they still have something to n,veal about the. history of spoken Arabic 
case endings. For the same reasons as ~j ve11 above, wheuever the spellings 
of the case vowels began to not follow the CA rules, they w,)re probably fol-
lowing either current pronunciations or rec"nt. pronunc:iations (exh:ihit.ed by 
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a sense that a vowel should be attached after a noun in particular enviro11-
1ne1,ts) . So if the ca.se vowels had ceased t.c, he pronounced entirely l,y the 
time of ASP, the ASP spellinl(s ,;how that these vowels had for!llerly been pro-
nouncr-,d for B longer ti111e before pronou11 suffixes--either in rel:igious words 
or generally- - thM in other environments . In this situation, ·then, the ASP 
svell i11gs just continue an earlier wri tin!( tradition that placed rando111 101,g 
vowels (often ~) in the environments in questim1. 

There is othc,r· evi dence, though, t .hat there was some awarf'.ness of case 
endings at t.he tin1e of ASP. This is provider( by two examples that Blau 
(1966- 67: 318 11.3) 111ent.io11A from the Greek/Arabic psalm. In these, no case 
e ndings are presl:!nt, but the vowel of the pronoun suffix has been changed to 
agree with i,hat the vowel of the genitive case endfog would have been if it 
had been the1·e, as was dolle in CA wh.,n the genitive emling i<as present . 
That is, -hi! 'he·• has hecoroe ·-h:i in vo,•el harmony with t.h<, preceding 
(here, missing) genitive ·marker -i-, as sh01•n by the underlinings in the 
reproducUow; of Blau's exa,nplas bel01·1. · 

~fil'.: for CA: 

(]) .1.,rp-,.u-r.,-~f. li··sa~h··i - hi 
for- (>eopl e ··GEN··his 

'for his. people' 

~a 1;; xalas··i ··hi 
in· salv~t{on=GEN-his 

'in his snlvation' 
' 

!Hau t.,rms this phenomenon 'r..,H1arl<ahle' and attrihutes it to hypo-correction  
·· ··a mixtin·e of ASP and CA.  

llut. this d,-.cs not haw, to he. seen as a remarkable And unexplai11ahle phe-
nomenon except l>y app,1al to the influence of CA. These words could, in fact, 
show the re11]' ASP usage- - that t.hc pronoun vowel ,,.as pro11uu11ced in these words 
so 3S t o represent the genitive case ending in some way. The1·e !'Ire three 
possi hili t ies for t:he way t.his could have 1,een do1>e. 

Fins t , the ··i of the pro11011u coul rl have represented the genitive case 
e11di11g di rectly. Such a situation could have hee11 brought ehout hy speakers 
being :•i;:•u·e that these express i ons should have a ca,;e endi ng but reanalyzing 
the e11di11!( and t.hinking that the case should be inarked at the end of the 
expres,;ion rather than at the end of the noun. In such a situation, speakers 
would have µ]aced· the case e11di11g at tl,e end of the expressio11, replacing the 
origini,l vowel of the pronoun -hii with the genitive case marker ;:i. This 
use of the genitive u,arker could have heen fost ered by speakers hearing 
these expre,;l$ions pronounced with -i at the very encl only--:-~nstead of 

·following the noun itself. Such a prollunciatio11 col!ld ea,.ily have occurred 
if spe<1kers elided the umstressed case vowel after the noun, e . g.: 
J i·-sa%ihi -·-> li- satbhi. Then hearers could have reanalyzed tl,e 
- i at the end of the expre,ssion AS a ci<se marker. 
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Second, even if the case e11di11gs had alre,,dy been .lost. after nouns---as 
Blau claims·--·the phenomenon here could be explai'nf!d if speakers were still 
aware of c:"ses a11d knew that. in CA the vowel i.11 the pronoun suffh: ~hii was 
chanf(ed to __ j whd1 the construction was in the genitive case. When.. ti;ey 
k11e\-J 	 t:he case of an expressi 011 w8s r~e1d t:i ve, t.hen··· even though the expression 
did not have a case erH.ling to marl< i t.--·lhi,y would have changed the pronoun 
c11d:ing .:.liu. t.o ::.tI. 1 t· would hHVf> l,c,en obvious to Arabic :sµeakers from 
the occurrence of the preprn,il:ion in theso;- examples that the genitive case 
was appropriate here, and thE>y would h,ive marked I.his case, 1,y changing -:-J,.u. 
t O .-.bi., 

'!'his µossibiJ:ity suggests that. case markinl( µhm,ornc,na may have been µre-
served longer when elemenl8 i.n the envi.r·omnent: 111ailr, it obvious what the case 
was. Nmw of lh(• four examples cited ·1,y Blau (1966--67) ii, which the case 
endings wece lost totAlly (y1it:hout "vmi adjustment ·roe th,~rn in the p1·ono1m 
ending) has an overt. element (e.1(. µreµosit-ion) lo signal what lhe case 
shonlcl b.,, On the other hand, the four examples Blan cites as exceptions to 
hjs thesis that casr, endings had cljsappeared tot:a.lly in ASP (in which either 
t.he case endings were preserved or the vowel of the pronoun suffix was 
changed to a11rcc w.it.h the absent. case elld"ing) were µreceded by an overt. (,le-
ment (preposition) which would sifa(llal the appropriate case. '!'his is a small 
set. of data, though, and so is only suggestive of a possihilit:y rather l:han 
indicative of a probability. 

Consiclerat.ion of the exarnpl es· 111 au g:i ves for .Z§l.l! and .?~::<. exte11cls the 
data srnnm,hat and provi.cles support fot· this hypothesis, ,-,hi.ch was suggested 
above by noting that: t.he d!(ht. 0xrunµle,,; Ill,w gave f'or· cm:<, <>JH!-ings IHivh,g 
<lisctppeared altogetJwr in ASP do not. unequivocnlly suppod his claim. The 
dat.a for fflh 01Ld :?.'?.~ do not 11eoU y f':i t, lhe pat tern uol:c,d for lhe previous 
eitht examples, but some do, and the rest do nL>t. contradict this hypothesis. 
Of the 124 exmnµles H]au gives in 011,ich a vowel different: from that callee! 
for by thr, CA case system fi,ll.ows the noun, six nouns directly follm, a 
pn·~posif.jon, a~ shown be]ow. S"it1ce th(~sc~ exarnp]es arr? in Arabic script, 
short. VOl<els are not inrli.cated, but e>JS<·J endings arr, indicated by long 
vowels ~,:i.11ce t:hcse noun~, hflve at l ached pronoun suffj XC!~~. The preposi t. j 011s 
:md the case vowels ,shich are al tached tn the fa I lowing nouns are underl ine<l 
below. 

(1) 	 buii-,at ?ab-ii· 11ii • , .d~wat· nii ?iyfr·h  
sonsh.ip fathe1··-NOM-our ... cal 1--our pa,·ticle·-hi rn  

?ah· ·ii ··na ... w· ·.l- ?ab·· I·· h 
fathcr··NOM··our,,. ancl··.L~· father ·{Hl~!-··his (the last c"se vowel is 

correct) 

'to be, sanes of Dur fsther ... to cu11 him nu1· fnthe,· ... and .L~ hi;; 
fat.lu:er··Qf}f 

(2) 	 ~~ ?ab ·ii -hm.'i  
wi lli father-AQQ·-thcir (DU) ( i11eorrecl case vowel)  

'with their father ·ACQ' 
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(3) 	 mr ?ab··i-hmii 
1·,ilJ1 fa1 her--Qli)'!-their (DU) (correct case vowel; frc,m a ma11uscri1>t 

which exhibits corrections) 

'with t-luc!ir father·-~EN' 

(4) 	 !~-?ax·-~- hii  
2.f:·hr-other-N.911-her ( incorrect case vowel)  

'2.f her brother--N_QM' 

(5) 	 _g__dii111 ?ax·--_jj---h  
!.,e-fQI~ hrother--1'!__0,~-his ( incorrect case vowel)  

'befoi·e his bruther--NOM' 

(6) 	 y--tldm 't!i! ?ax-ii-h ?aw  
3MASC.SG.IMPERF-speak _('lgainst brother-NOM-his and  

y--d111 ?ax--ii-h  
3MASC.SG,IMPERF-ju<ige brother-NOM-his (incorrect case vowel)  

'he speaks £E;ain~t his brolher--NOM and judges his hrot.her--NOW 

Of these six examples which begin with Ft preposition, two follow the noun 
wit.h :::I:. (which :ls the correct endii1g in CA when the 11ou11 a.lso has an 
Ftttached pronoun suffix), one. follows with an accusative marker (~), arnl 
the other three wit!, nominative markers (ii). The two which have the geni-
tive marker follo1ving a preposition are f-;jrther examples of the con·ect case 
ending occurring when a prepositjon overtly indicates the genitive case, and 
so they also support the hypothesis that cases remained longer in this type. 
of situation. The four other examples meutioned here which have the wrong 
case ending even though they <1re preceded by" preposition do not provide 
support for this hypothesis, hut they are consistent with it. These four 
could well show thRt even in this situation the sense of c<1se marking w"s 
also hr·eak"ing dow11 or was breaking down for some people. 

The fact tlmt Ftll the other examples which Blau gives of the wrung case 
vowel he.ing used with .?~.!2 a11d .!.!!'i are instances which do not occur with a 
pceposit.ion to c,vectly signal the corn,ct ending mAlies it all the more 
curious that: the ouly places that the correct. ending occurs in all these 
instances are those in which the noun di.rectly follows Ft preposition. This 
is further· su1>port for the hypothesis suggested here. Further "nalysis of 
the dAta from these manuscript!a needs to be done to check this hypothesis 
more thoroughly, but these examples at least indicate that this situation is 
a possibility. It. should be nuted that if this is borne out, it would con-
tradict. Blau's (1961: 81-82; 1966-67: 46 11.49) suggestio11 that the existence 
of prepositions was a cause for the loss of cAses because they made case end-
ings less 11ecessary by marking om, case themselves. It seems, however, that 
if the more detailed analysis suggested here is borne out, then a rejection 
of' the more general conclusion reached by Blau. would be warr·a11ted. 

Then= is a third possible explanation besides Blau's for the occurrence 
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of the case vowel hcfore lh<, prououn suffixe:1 iind for the changed vowel in 
th,~ prono1>n suffix,,s even when the genitive cast, emlinlf IV!ll> mit present. 
'.ritese occurrences mighl have hee11 borrow:i11g~: ft·oin CA which origiually co11-
tained the gmiitiv"' e,ncl int ::_i, as i,ull as a chimged pronoun vo1~ol, but 
subsequently lost the geniti ve :::A. s1hile rel:ainillg the changed pro11oun vowel 
because i t 1<as fixed thnt way in these expn,<ssions. This looks reasonable 
for the four expn,ssionfl that do 11ol c:~~nt,dn ,?ah and ta2.1. (,,1hicl1 lllnu treat,; 
in a ,.ection by themselves), These four. M'e ,·epeated belo1,, with the c<1se 
mar·ker und chunged prououn vowel u11der.li11cd . 

(l) 	 hi-?aw8a11··i ·him  
,~i th-i<lols·.:cE·N··their (MASC)  

'wit: h their idols-GEN' 

( 2) 	 bi··Jn:'lllXUt-at·-_i,-hj_m  
wi th·-graven image-FEM P!.-GEN..their (MASC)  

'i,i.th their graven ima!(es' 

(3) 	 1j sn~h·· -hi  
for- peop.ie-·i·his  

'for· h1s people' 

(4} 'i a lii :rnliis- · hi  
i II sal v~tion=,S-·!!t~  

' in his snlvation' 

i\11 ,of these c:ould easily h(, expressi ons t.hnt: wen, used repeatedly ill 
,·el.igious ceremonies and so becruM! fii<e<l in a forrn that. .was clost<r to the 
origh,al CA than ev.,i·yday ASP was . 

When the J.l!!? and?!!~ da ta is cons:idered in relation to this possibility, 
th1>11gh, it <loes not fit. in as well as the above fou,· examples do. All of 
these new ex;,,111p]cs an: reliirious i n na.turc and could easily have been 
1·epeated often in n,ligious ceremonies, Yet only two of the1A have the cor-
n,ct case vowel, So i II these cxmnpl e s the original CA systeiu was 11ot 
retaine<l as it ,~as in the four exaniples above, end it appears that these 
exaiilp]e$ with ?ab and ?ax wou] cl not have he()n fixed i11 their CA form es the 
previous four ~-.;;:;hi ha-;;;··be,:n . Rven if these four exruitples were fixe<l in 
t heir CA fonu, it. is still curi<>us that the nou11 in each is illtlnediately pre-
ceded by a vroposition . This, again, points t ll th1? rnasonableness of the 
previous hypothesis. 

Whatever the r eason, though, for the chauged pronouu suffix in the 
expressions which <lo not have a 1weceding geni tlve case vowel, these expres-
sions, elong 1·1ith t he exp1·essions which lost the case vowel but. did not 
change the pl'ono1111 vowd, provide evidence about. a cause of the loss of the 
ca,;e endings. They show that the Joss of !1,,.. .-1,djug;s ca1111ot have hec11 due 
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just to the loss of final short vowels without something causing internal 
changes as well··· as Cantineau mai11tai11ed·--hecause these words in which the 
case vowe1 dropped clid nut have the vowe1 at the end of the ,~ore!. Rather, 
the vm·1el was i11side the word hefore the pronoun suffix, where it would have 
been protected from loss due to dropping of word fim'll vowels. · Instead, the 
loss here must have hee11 due to either elisim, of unstressed vowels·--dis-
cusi;ed in Section 4.1 above--·or to a ·generalization from other fonni;. If 
this loss was due to generalization from other forms, this suggests two 
possibilities. 

First, the generalization could have been from pausal forms to context 
forn,s--as Birkeland and Blau maintained. In such a situation, speakers 
1-,ould have realized that nouns were spoken without their case vowels when 
they s,ere alone or at the ends of utterances, and they could have then 
started pro11ounc·ing nouns :inside utterances in the srune way. This would no 
cloubt have bee'n a gradual process, and so one of the last contexts for the¢ 
ending on 110uns to he generalized to could well have been that just sug-
g"esterl---nouns with attached pronoun suffixes, particularly nouns used in 
religious ceremonies, and particularly nouns directly µreceded by prepo-
sitions--·which overtly indicated the appropriate case. 

Sec:oltd, the generalization could have come from nouns that had lost 
their case ending"s due to another reason, such As phonetic change or gen-
eralization from pause forms. In this s.i tuatiou, speakers would have real--
ized that some nouns 1<hich were in context did not have case endings, so the 
motivation to use case endings there would have disappeared, and speakers 
conlrl gradually have quit using case forms in context. Again, stich a process 
would have hee11 gradual, so that nouns i11 ei,viromnents that obviously indi-
cated their case, AS described above, could well have been the last to lose 
their cose endings. 

Furthermore, the data containing .?.!!h and ?a1, which Blau cites also pro~ 
vicles evidence about a possible cause and a direction of the loss of case 
endings. In this rlnta, as Blau notes, hy far the µrevalent wrong case ending 
is ::.fa~, which is the nominative marker. This imggests that the nominative 
fnrm was heil,g gene1·alized as the form for ?ah and ?ax in all positions. The 
n,ason for this is unclear, but a reasonable possibility is that there were 
couuuun religious phrase,s that included ?ab-ii 'father-NOM', which made the 
no1ninat ive form of ?ab very frequent an<lt~ pr.,valent form in speakers' 
111i11cls. If th.is happened, then it would have hee11 easy for speakers to gen-
eralize, ?abu to other positions where ?ab was user!. Then speakers could 
easily lrnve-·extended the common use of-t.he nominative case for '.i'~ to the 
closely related ?ax 'brother', using" ?axii in most positions as well. If 
this happened, si:;;;~kers could well ha:;;-~een confused ahout what the appro-
priate use of the case endings was. Such confusion could have been extencled 
t.D t11e use of case endings throughout the whole nominal system, contributing 
to their loss. 

Il is elem· that 1nore questions are heing raised than are being solved 
by this examination of data showing" 1,here ASP used, used incorrectly, ancl 
did not use CA case endings. A number of 11ew possibilities have heen sug-
g·ested, thoug"h, by this examination, shDlving that more infonnation can be 
f\l ea11"rl 1"1·orn the data avail able than has heen· recognized so far by 



researchet·s. Several of the proposals here also slww that the data may 
provide a more coherent. whole tha11 has so far !,ePn· demonstrated. For 
example, the possibility that case endings may have been r·etained longer 
when followed by a protective environment. such as a pronoun suffix, 01· when 
preceded by an overt marker of case snch as fl preposition provides an 
cxpla11al::ion for facts that were prc,vious]y vie1-,ed as· exr:ephons to the 
appRn,nt 1Jeneralizations. In order to settle the <.Jnestions raised here, a 
,vjdcr exami.nat.io11 must. be done of t.he data nvailable ,.,,it!, the p;oal of 
verify inf{ or n~,ject i.ng these propos:=1ls. 

•1. 3. The _Accusati w,.Case _iu Si 11_illl] ar _a11d.. B1·okei1 _Plural_ .Nouns 

4.3.1. The_Evi<lence 

H]au (]966--67: 323-345) describes a number of ASP usages of tlw indefi · 
nite ac,:11sative marker :-ar! which occur· bc>th in acconlance with and contrni-y 
to CA usage. First, in the ASP texts, accusative ..-a11 sometimes appears where 
it would in CA to mark the triptot ic ,;;inv,u lar and ·b~oktm plural, and some -
times it. does 11ot. Whil.; Blau does ll(>t discuss the freque11cy of occurre11i,e 
of the accusat-i ve mar-leer ( except for r-tdverbs----,liscussed below in Sect ion 
4.3.'1), he says the occurre11ces and nonoccurrences nlt.ernate lfrel:~ly', which 
indi.cate,s that there is no Rpparent rE!ason (except for Rdverbs) for their 
occur1·E.mce or nonoc:currence. His conclusion is that t.hi-s is evidence that 
the cases have fllt'eady disappeared ,md that ASP is a mixtnre of MA and CA. 

Second, sometimes accusative ::E~! occurs i.n ASP texts whcrr? it would not.  
in CA. One of these instances is more conunon than the. others.·--to m;,t·lc  
fldverbs n,gardh,ss of case (d·isc:ussed hc,low ·in Section 4.3.4). Of the other 
instances 1·1hich are less wi<lespt'ead in the ASP texts, Blau notes that some 
occur in th(~ srune categories as i11 mode1~n Bc-doui.n dia]ects, and othc~rs do 
not. While stating tlrnt all of these 1rna!{es probably occurr·ed in ASP speech, 
Blau attributes their occurrence i11 the ASP texts t.o hyper.. co1-rectio11. He 
reasons that since the most common Bedouin usage of ::an which is contrary to 
CA usar;e (marking .indefinite nouns fol1owed by an attribute) is not fouud ii, 
the ASP texts, then thece must have bt~en no hypet··-correct.ive factors to bring 
it into tlw texts and that, tl,ereforc, the other occurrences of ~-·'m contrary 
to CA usag-e are due to hyper-·correction. He notes that most of these 
:instances would hnve required t.hc nominHtive case mid n fc~w of them i.he 
gr..:ni.tive case in CA, Unt he drm\ls no conclusions froi11 these observations. 

Third, in a manuscdpt from llte 10th c:e11tury A.D., accusative .~:_!'_11 is: 
often used in every sy11tacti.c environn1ent, replacing even the nominati.ve and 
p;en:itive endiugs that would have been appropriate in CA. Sometimes this 
manuscrirt also omits :-~Tl even \Vhere it was ap[)ropri.ate in CA. ~la11 stat~s 
that this cannot he an i.diosyncn,sy of the m,n,uscript: or of th" copyist 
since two later o:~th century) .man11scripts which are llllrelated to the first 
also exhibit tlJP.se charactedstics. In his earlier work on Judac'o·Arahic, 
Blau (1965: 210..211) wonders whether thesta manuscripts n,ver-tl a situation in 
which I tanwin -un and -i II had already dj sappl:!ared, hut .t.~.!~~~Jn -·f!l~ r.ou] d 
be usecioiiti-;;n-;:;Tiy in -~v~t·y syntactic environment. ... ' ln his-later wor-1, on 
ASP, however, Blau (1966-67: 340 n.84) terms Iris earlier assm~pt.ion 'rather 
,lacing-' because it would focce thie postulation of 'A vcery intricate histot'y 
of developmeut' of the ASP manuscript and its h•o re'lated predcecess:ors. So 
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Blau makes no conclusions about this situation, either. 

Once again, these facts point to more information about spoken ASP tha11 
Blau deduces. As 1,1i th t.he data discussed above in Section 3, the data here 
du not shm·i co11clusiv"1y---co11trary to Blau--that case endings had already 
been lost in ASP. The data here <lo shm,1 that the writers of ASP manuscripts 
1,1ere deviati11g substantially from CA rules and therefore that the case system 
as it existed in CA was not in spuken use any more (if it was, the 1<riters 
would not have deviated from it as much as they did). But this does not mean 
that case endings were completely ab.sent in speech. As with the data in the 
previous section, this data is co11siste11t with the possibility that some sort 
of case system or some sense of a case system existed at the time of ASP, and 
so that possibility merits consideratim1. 

The fAct t.h~t in these 1,ri tings the accusative case was used a munber 
of times in place of the CA 11ominative and genitive cases suggests that the 
accusative case harl some psychological reality for ASP speakers. That is, 
=an as a11 indefir,ite case mar·ker might have still heeu in use enough that 
speakers were aware of it as a case marker and so upt iom1 l ly extended it to 
positions where they knew a11y indefjnite case markers ~iere used. This could 
have happened if the other case markers had been lost faster than the accusa-
tive marker, so that the .others lost psychological reality as a whole before 
the accusative marker did. (The others may !lti. 11 have retained psychological 
reality in particular contexts where they were overtly marked, as suggested 
above for the genitive marker 1,1hen preceded by a preposition.) A reason for 
the accusative marker being retained l.011ger than the other case J11arkers could 
have been i.t!l greater sonority and therefore perceptibility, as a low or mid 
vowel, thar, the other vowels, 1vhich are high. This explanation for the ASP 
data therefor!" supports the theorie" of Blau and Cantineau that -a was 
retained longer tha11 -u and -i due to phonetic factors. It also supports 
Canti.neau's and Blau•;-claim-that at one point in the histo1·y of spoken 
Arabic: :.~!! was the only case !llarker left, wld le the nominative and genitive 
markers had.alreAdy been lost so that many nouns had iJ ending" at this time. 

Furthermore, this theory·--that the, accusative marker was retained longer 
than the other case markers and was even optiunally extended to the positions 
of the other J11arkers--·is appealing because it can explain some problems 
raised by Blau and can tie together some conclusions reached from the ASP 
texts. First, this possibility could explain the lack in the ASP texts of 
·-an m:arking a noun follower! by an indefinite attribute in positions that 
would have called for the nominative or genitive case in CA, without having 
to call it a 'remarkable phenomenon' as Blau (1966-67: 329) does. If -an 
were being or had beer, generalized in speech to positior,s formerly occupied 
by only nominative or genitive markers while a sense of the ca!le system 
still remained, use of -an to indicate that a 11ot111 in any position was fol-
lowed by an inuefini te ·attribute would stand out as being contra1·y to the CA 
case system. It: could very well have heen avoided by the ASP writers pre-
cisely because they used it in their speech but recognized it as a deviation 
from the preferred usage. One does not, then, have to coi1clude, as Blau 
does, that there were no hyper-corrective factors at work on this con!ltruc-
tion while there were on the other construcUons i11 which -au appears con-
trary to CA usage in these texts. While possible, Blau's conclusion seems 
unlikely, since if hyper-correction IYBS at 1,1ot·k in most of these situations, 
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it is odd that it would never be found in one of them. The other usages of 
-.:.:il!! co,1ld easily have slipped illto t.he writillgs from speech 1,ecause they are 
less easily iuentifiable as contrnry to CA usage since there ,are similar CA 
constructio11s \-.rldeh i..ake lhe accusat.jve case. In such a P.cenario, then, nl] 
the data are accounted for by the same phenomenon, rathe1· than positing the 
existence of m1<, phc11ome11011 in mosl of the instances hut a lack of its 
existence in one situation. 

Secm,d, this theo1·y could PXJ,-1 a in tlw occurre11ces of --~-11 i 11 aJl syntuc-
t ic positions in the one CA 111anuscdpt without having to posit a complicated 
history of this manuscript and its related mei1iuscripb,, which were writteH 
in the centu,·y before it was 1vr·i t ten. Tf the accusative case marker gradu--· 
Ally spread to positions wher" formerly 011.ly the nomiuabve and genitive 
markers were used, then this manuscript could reflect the situation in which 
the accusative 1narker had fi1,ally spresd to all_ these positions. ~'he two 
related manuscripts which were written earlier co11ld r·eflect an earlier 
sj tuation in which !:he accusaU ve marker had 11ot yet: spread to all the other 
positions. Blau (1965: 2ll) asstmuc>s that the use of the accusative case 
optio11ally in all positions (eve11 those h1 which it. occurred obligatorily in 
CA) would have been the moce archaic stage of these two, calling i.t 'the oltl-
est stage of the retention of .t_al)~vl_l}, after the hr·eakdowu of the case sys--
tem of Classical Arabic .... ' But if the occurrence uf =-~ optionally in all 
syntactic positions is seen as the eud of a prucesfi of the accusative cnse 
being iseneralizecl to other positions rather· than as the beginning of the loss 
nf tam,111, tbe!l the use of the accusative case, optimmlly :in al] posit.ions 
wou lei fo I low its u,;e in some positions formerly occupied by cAse markers. In 
such a si t.uation, the problematic ASP manuscript is no longer a problem 
because its stt·uctu!'e logicAl.ly comes later than the st!'11cture of its chnmo··· 
logical predecesson'l, so it can ct·edib]y be sr,en as n,p1·esr,11ling that ,-1hich 
it intni.tive)ly se,~ms to r·epresent--··<1 stn!(e in the spok.an language uf ASP. 

nnally, as discussed in t.he ne><1. sect ion, this th,,m·y of the history of 
the indefinite accusative mar·ker in si.ngulac nouns and broken plurals would 
provide a unified accouut of the h.istory of the accusative case lhroup;houl 
the nominr-d system. 

~. '.l. 2. Tlw _Obl ig_ur,_ Case_throug:hout. _thC"__ Nond.nal .. iiYsl.em 

Blau (1966--(',7: 218--226) indi.cnt:es that {n ASP the oblique (accus>itive 
and genitive) case had rep] aced the no1nin~t.i ve case of CA i 11 dual nouns and 
in masculine so\lncl (regular) plunals. 'fhi.s is sh0<,n by the very fr·ec1uent: use 
of :~!"Yi!!) iu the ASP texts where :-_i!(1_1l wns used -i11 the, n01n-inat ive of CA 
duals, as shown by the fol lo1·1ing e><ainple. 

ASP: g_~:
hii-j;?_Y.!l·-1 ·-naby--"!YQ hsi~/~p-· l··naby--~Q 
this/Q.!!1 mJ-DEF·-prophet--Q!lL. P.\J this/NO~t QU- DEF--prnphet --NQ~l__ _pll 

'these-OBL two pn>phets--OBL' 'these--NOM two prophets-NOM' 

The replacement. of t.h.,- nominative-, case by the oblique case, i.s also shcivm by 
the ve1-y frequent use of ::L(nl in ASP texts where :Y-l!l~l was used in the 
110111:inati'\le of CA 1nRsculine sound plurals,, as shmvn 1,y the e><ainple be1ow. 
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ASP: ~: 
y-urii-1-hariin-i:n y-urii--1-bariin-un 
3MASC. SG. TMPERF-:::think·-DEF·- 3MASC,SG.IMPERF-think-DEF-

sti-anger·-OBL_MASC PL stranger-NOfll MASC PL 

'the strangers-DBL think' 'the strangers-NOM think' 

Since, according to Blau, these usages are so frequent, the conclusion that 
they reflect spoken ASP seems warranted. The theory propose<l here that the 
indefinite accusative marker was generalized throughout the nominal system 
for singular nouns and broken plurais could be combined with Blau's obser·va-
tions·---that. lhe oblique marker replaced the nominative marker in dual 110uns 
and masculine sounrl plurals--to yield the general hypothesis that in ASP the 
nominative case in nouns was replaced by an oblique case. Such a theory is 
appealing becaus-e it unifies what have fo1111erly been treater! as unrelated 
phenomena, suggesting that ASP speakers treated the whole nominal case sys-
tem the same way, rather than treat.in!{ its different components separately 
(exeluding, of course, instances of analogy which were confined to specific 
lexical items or contexts, sueh AS that describer! <'lbove·in Seetion 4.2.2 for 
.?~,\! and ?.~). 

4.3.3. Genenilization of the __Internal Ohl~, Markers 

The timing of these changes is not clear from these texts, though. As 
dN1c:ribed ahove in Section 2, researchers who have included phonetic factors 
in their chronology of events in the loss of case endings (cf. Blau and Can-
tit,eau) have considered such factor,s to have played a motivating role at the 
beginning of the chronology of events in the loss of the case system. 
Bec:ause of its neatness, it is certainly appealing to assume, as Blau does, 
that (l) phonetic factors and generalization of pausal for111s to context 
brought about the loss of final short vowels, thereby doing away with the 
case distinctions that were marked by final short vowels only; and (2) other 
case distinctions were subsequently lost by analogy to the forms which had 
lost final case en<lings, since the reason for the case distinctions had 
become blurred with the loss of final short vowels. 

However, the generalization of the oblique· noininal ca,;e markers to nomi-
native contexts in the dual and the masculine sound plural suggests another 
possible e;equence of changes. Since the oblique markers rep,·esented two 
cases i11 CA while the nominative markers represented only one, speakers could 
easi [y have g;eneral izerl the marl,er which represented the greatest number of 
case~ to the positio1,s of the markt>r which represented fewer cases--without 
needing prior uroppin!{ of final case vowels elsewhere in the system to blur 
the case-, system _and trigger these changes. Such a possibility for the begi11-
ning of the, loss of case endings is supported by the fact that Blau (1965: 
127 n.1) mentions that the oblique ca.se occurs twice in the Qur'iin for the 
nominative case in the masculine sound pl11l'al, while he states that CA pre-
served shol't vm~els (Blau 1961: ·213, 1965: 69, 1966-67: 43), which means that 
the phonetic changes ditl not happen until Mitl<lle Arabi·c. This shows that. 
the ge11eralizalio11 of the oblique marker could occur without being aided by 
the phonetic change. 

If the possjhilit.y suggested here had hee11 the motivatioii for the loss 
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of the CAicn:, distinction formerly 111ade by i11terna.l long vowels, then the c.hro·-
nology of eve11t.s in t.he loss of nominal case m1dinp;s would .place this e·ve11t 
.as beginning first, followed shortly by the rhon,,tic dwnges mid genecalizR·· 
t.ion of J.~ausa] fo1~111B to conlE~xt.. ln such ,~ sce11ario, most: of t.he separate 
events ~·Jould have taJ.1.en plac:e conc11rrently, and loss of lhe notninnl ca::;e dis·· 
ti11cti.orn1 :in t.hE> clua:I and the masculine, sound plund could have contributed 
by analogy tn the loss of ,~ase nmrkers At. the ends of wurcls (both with and 
\-Jithout " folJoNin~ .:.~ t:o indicate indefitdt.e11ess and clefil1it.encss 1 i·espec·· 
tively), rather· than vice v,~rsA, In this cC<'nArio, the whole nomimil system 
would have moved slowly t.m·m1:.d tl1P. ge11t~t-al:i~atim1 of obl.ique markers to al] 
conte;;ts, rather than changinl{ one t.ype of 1nm·J,er first, and later changing 
oUwr. types. The ti.ininp; of these ch<lnges 1m1y never be knm·;n c:cmclusive·ly, 
but this SBcond possi.bi li ty deser·ves to be consid,~red w.i th the more popular 
first possibility sir,ce these c,arly MA documents sup;gesl. that it cuuld hr, 
plausible. 

4.3.4. Accusative .-·ai,_as_au.Adverbial Marker 

While discussing the, occurrences of :£1!!. in ASP texts (sm,unarizerl above 
i.11 Sc<'·hr, -1.3.1), Blau (19(16--67: 323 .. 324, 327) notes thut. advcd,s aud adver... 
bial constructions which are accu:;ative hr-we the ending -·an in ASP UlOre fre-
que11tly than other types of' accusatives do (although they-;-1:ike al.1 occm·-
rences of -an in these texts, are often omitted as well). Furthermo1·e, in 
the Greek/Arab)c psalm, ::-..?..!! occurs only on an. adverb, and in two manusc:i-ipts 
~-!} is never omitted on adverbs but is omitted other places where it would 
have been appropriate i11. CA. Blau concludes that ::-Q!.J had been reinterpreted 
as an adv.erb.ial suffix only ( one of its functions .in CA) and that non-
adverhi al occurre11ces of ~-an were no longer seen as case markers hut. \~firt:~ 
without -function. Then th~-non ·adverbial occurTences of -·an began to be 
lost be(:ause they had no functJon, \.,il\J.le the· adverbial occurrences of :=.:~ 
1~ere retAi.ned longer because they had a function, He st.ates, further·more, 
that six occurrences of ~1_1. on adved1s when, CA would lrnve used the nomi11a .. 
t: i ve 01· genitive show thRt -an \-.ra.'3 exten<led to these new posit ions because 
it wris now see11 as 011 invar·f~b-]e adve1·bial marker ·and had no function as a 
case marker. 

This conclusion that --an wa5 see11 as an 'i.11variable adverbial 111arker in 
some instances is r·easonabT~-; bt.tt the evidence ,loes not require that this is 
the 011ly function that :.::_'!_n had. Since. the texts show more frequent 
instances of ·-:an marking adverbs in posit.ions ~vhcre it would lu1ve occ11rrecl 
in CA than th;;yshow ~_1,1 in m,y other function it had i11 CA, it S<>ems that. 
·-a11 AS a marker for adverbs \YAS more salient th;_:in _:~ ns n marker for any of 
its oth<>r CA fuuct:ions. If it had high salience as m, adverbial rnarker, it 
would also have bt>en m,sy and not surprisin!( for spe<1ke,-s to have extended 
jt to other words that became iI1terpr~ted as advE:.,rhs, as two of Hlau's six 
exrunples inrlicAte. In these, CA hfoa ?it·-.in..(JEN 'at the time when' was 
interpret:<>rl as 011e svord and was spelled w:itJ, the ::!J_U smffi;; in two nurnu· 
scriptH: hina?!].::an-·ACC 'then'. So the,;e examples do not show that ::!W 
had taken on a new, invariable functiou, but only that 011e of its CA func-
tions WAS still salient and productive. Ther·e .is ev,en. an indicatiori thAt. 
this productivity began in late CA, so that ASP 1-ms not irn,ovative rer;ardilli:( 
the prod11ctivity but 1sas contim1ing a tnend that had aln,ady ,;l:arterl. Blan 
records tb8t j II ASP, .?~Y?\~~J~1~ oft.e11 occ:urs for CA .£H\'f':?t~lt1 < former 1y' , ~nd he 
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notes (1966·..67: 324 n.23) that this is attested in late CA. 

Blau's ot.her four exaiuvles, while heing consistent with the hypothesis 
that ::-.!12 wa~ seen as BJ) invariable ac!ver•bial marker, also do not re4tlire thits 
a.s the reaso11 for their use. So they, too, do not show a uei>d for Blau's 
conclui5ion that - an wa11 seen only a1< an adverbial marker at the timP. of ASP. 
Two of these occur in the 1na11uscript which uses =!!!! ju every syntactic posi-
tion, tso the rel'!son for the u11e of =!!!! on the two adverbs 111ight easily be 
that the copyist used :-.ID! everywhere, rather than that the copyist used - an 
to mark adverbs. The other two occur after prepositions, ns shown below 
with the prepositions and the occurrences of ::fil! underlined. 

ASP:  
(l) hi- yaqiu··.1!!!  

wi Y]-certAi11ty-case 1nArker  

' certainly' 

(2) 	 wa min ba~d qalil-)lli  
aud ~~ little·-~..!Jarkt:1r  

'and not long after' 

Therefore, these ex8J!lples JRay he evideuce that -·au had become an i11variable 
adverbial 1qarker regardless of the case that ha<lbeen required by CA. How-
ever, Blau elso lists two other exa111ples of ::fill used incorrectly (according 
to CA) in the ASP texts following a preposition, when the words it is 
attached to are not adverbs . These are listed helow witl, the prepositio11s 
and ::!!l uuderliried. . 

(1) 	 ?ila 1n~u~[sic] fafi111- a11 wasi~- au Jiddau · 
12 place big-case lllftrk{tr ,~ide··case -rker very' 

'to· a hig aud very wide place' 

(2) 	 wa-kan-ii ?anis min bani ?a11qii yuhudiy-l!!? 
and- wa,;-3MASC.PL.PERF people fro111 trihe Sceva Jew- case marker 

'and 	there were some sons of 'Sceva, a Jew'. 

The exi stence of these last two uses of :~.!".n following a preposition show th!l,t 
soiRetimes ::.l!!l was used incoc-rectly ( accon.ling to CA) without being an adverb. 
Therefore, the i11stances in which it was used incorrect.ly and was an a.dverh 
could have been due to the generAl reason that CA rules often were not fol-
lowed, rather than to a specific change of ASP. u,;i11g =!!!! as a u invariahle 
adverbial marker. 

Ther·efore; silice the uses of :::fil! as an adverhial 1narker i 11 ASP do not 
necessarily show--contrary to Blau--that ::.!!!l was seen in ASP as an invariab le 
adverbial marker, a different explauati on 1nay provide a 11191·e consisteut . 
account: of their occur·renc~. Since, as Blau notes, - an is often missing i n 
ASP rnanuscripts even when it would have been usc..>d in CA to rnark adverbs in 
tha accusative, this in<licates t hat the sense of :::!!Q as an adverbial 1Aarke r 
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was not extremely high ii, ASP, 'When considering this with the fact that ::fill 
appears in the ASP texts ss sn accusative adverbial marker more than ,it 
occurs to-mark other accu5!atives as it had in CA, _the strongest conclusion 
that can be drawn about ::!!!! is· that ASP speakers retained ·.a sense of it more 
as an accusative adverbial marker tba11 as any other type of marker, but that 
even this function was not extremely salient to them. 

Seen in this perspective, then, the use of -'au to mark adverbs in ASP is 
not .very different fr01n .its use to mark other functions in ASP-contrary to 
Blau's ·claim.·· Therefore, this fuuctioil, which Blau discusses as an exception 
to the pattex-n he proposes; can instead be seen as part of the general pat-· ··· 
teni proposed above i11 Section 4. 3.. 2-that ASP was undergoing the process of 
extending oblique markers (including -an) to all contexts. This would 
explain the last six of Blau's examples discussed above i11 which -at, was used 
in non-accusafive contexts--whether marking an adverb or not. In'"fac:t, ·this 
explanation would provide a coherent account of all the facts shout adverbial 
::fil!, while Blau's account raises the questions discussed above, 'The adver-
bial ::!ill data ca11, therefore, he take11 as additional support of the theory 
proposed here, since they show one 1110re way that this theory provides a 
coherent account of otherwise somewhat problematic and seemingly unrelated 
fact,;. · '· · 

5.0. Conclusio11s 

This .reanalysis of data provided by Blau (196&'67) on the Middle /u:eliic 
Southern Palestinian Christian Arabic dialect has suggested a number of new · 
conclusions shout the characteristics of nouns in this dialect and ·the 
changes that·brought about these characteristics. These·conclusions support 
some previous analyses and call others into question. This study has· shown 
the follm·dng: · 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The data is··. consistent with Blau's · end Cantiiieau's ·claim ··that a 
stress shift occurred, thereby creating a situation favorable 
for vowels to weaken and drop. ·However; there is·. 11ot .enough 
data to confirm this hypothesis, 

Co11trary to Blau's assertion that case· endings had-.beeri dropped 
already, the data. show that case endings 'hail oniy'' sometimes -been 
dropped at the ends of nouns and before pronoun suffixes. Case 
endings had sometimes been retained in for-m in these :positions 
but had ceased to carry out their case marking functioi,. 

Contrary to Centineau end .in support uf Birkeland.and Blau, the 
data show that loss of the single vowel case endings cannot have 
been due just to the loss of ·final short·vowels~-something·must 
have caused i11ten1al changes· es well.· This could have been 
either elision of unstressed· vowels or generalization of pausal·· 
forms to context position. 

The data support Blau's and Cantineau's assertion that the accusa-
tive case may have been the last case lost in sillgular ii'1id· broken 
plural nouns,: It also suggests more than these theories~~·th·at· 
the accusative· ending was optionally extended to· the positions of 
the other case endings. · 

The data show that the nominative case may have been replaced ·with 
the oblique case throughout the nominal system, not Just izi'·dual.· 
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11ouns and in masculine sound plurals as Blau indicates. Further-
more, generRlizat.ion of the oblique case m>1y have begun before 
final case vowels were lost. 

(6) 	 As Blau asserts, the datR show that accusative -an was retained 
more consistently as au adverbial marker than --:G"; its other func-· 
tions. However, contrary to Blau, the data indicate that this 
was not an exceptional pheno111e110J1 but that it was part of the 
pattern of generalizing oblique markers throughout the system 
(#4 above). 

One final point should he made. The change proposed here that the 
obli4.ue case (which is often comiidererl to be R marked cRse), rather than 
the J10111i11ative case (which is ofte11 considered to he an unmarked case), wa.s 
gener:al ized throughout' the nominal system in Arabic does not follow ,~hat has 
been claimed to be the most usual direction of morphological change--that 
unmarked forms generally replace marked fot·ms rather than vice versa (cf. 
Ma.nczak 1957; and Bybee & Brewer 1980). The si tuatiou proposed here is 
not uni<nown in changes in case systems, though. For example, the accusative 
case was the basis 'i1pou which the singular paradig)n was remade between 
Ancient and Modern· Greek, and it was generalized fo the Romance languages as 
they evolved from Latin; Although a 1,wnber of different factors influence 
the rlirect ion- of 1norphological change--marke<lness anrl frequency being very 
i.nfluenti al, although not always the most influential ('cf. Greenberg 1966, 
1969; ,\!anczak 1957; and Tiersma 1982, who sWJIJllarizes previous work on 

·11;arlcedi1ess and frequency in morphological change and discusses some 
syste,nat'i,c excep'tions), it. would be re:asonable for the ASP oblique 
marker-:._which included the greater number of cases (two)--·to be t.he olle that 
wai, genenilized thr'oughout the system while the nominative marker--which 
included only one case--was lost. 

Notes 

*I would like to thank Brian Joseph for his helpful comments on several 
drafts .~f this paper. 

1. Blau uses these terms frequently in his discussions of MA but does 
not define them Anywhere. The closest he comes to an explanation is to say 
(Blau 1961: 213) that since CA preserves 'short vowels in open unstressed 
syllables, it seP.ms necessary to assume a weakly centrRlizing stress. In 
Middle Arabic, however, stress has become strongly centralizing, as may he 
inferred from a large nwnber of phenomena, ... : fimtl short vowels have 
disappeared... ; final long ones have been shortened ... ; and even ill the 
interior of the word short vowels in open unstressed syllables have been 
elided.... ' Since Blau uses preservation vs. shorteuing and disappearance 
of vowels to der'ine the types of stress, I-;;;_sstune he means that the st·ress 
is either weak (which would allow vowels to be preserved) or strong (which 
woulrl allow vowels to be shortened and dropped), and both types also result 
ill centralization of the vmeels. It does not seem to me that he means that 
the vowel centralization was first weak and then strong. 

2. As Blau (1961: 206--207, 220; 1966: 39) notes, Fiick (1950: 5, 57-62) 
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diseusses Middle Arabic briefly, but he relies on his intuitions about its 
origins, sayi11g that the details are nearly unknown because there is 110 
evidence available from that time. The manuscripts analyzed by Blau over-
come this problem, since they begin only two generations after the beginning 
of the Islamic conquests and so pruvide evid1mce from essentially the tiine 
that Arahic had the impetus from the conquests to change drastically. 

3. Blau (1961: 220, 224; 1965: 6-8) states that these early official 
Muslim papyri were prohably written by scribes who we1·e not native .Arahs, 
but that, since these scribes were no doubt from the upper stratum uf 
society, they were probably imitating the speech of their Arab masters and 
so were reflecting the speech of the Arabs in the docwnents. He also notes 
that the few deviations from CA found in these papyri are like the devia-
tions found in Arab poetry and hadith lffitings of the time. While the 
first reason i"s rather speculative, the other two reasons are more conclu-
sive, and so the conclusion seems reAsonable. 

4. In his smrunary of Judaeo-Arahic, Blau (1965) specifically declines 
to take a stand on the role that a change in stress played in the loss of 
the case endings for this dialect. However, Blau (1965: 168-169) argues 
that hypothetical phonetic laws and extension of pausal fonns to context 
probably brought about the loss of case endings, with stress playing er, 
important role in some of the dialects. 

5. Since the case vowels for these two words when followed by connected 
complements are the only case vowels that are long in CA, and long vowels are 
the only vowels that are normally indicated in the Arabic script, the vowels 
in these examples may also be the only case vowels that are indicated in all 
of the Arabic ASP writings. 

6. Sometimes a change is said to start where au element is redundant, 
since the element is apparently not needed there because its purpose is also 
indicated by auother eleiuent. For exmnple, Corrie11te (1971, 1973) argues 
that a cause for the loss of the Arabic case endings was their redundimcy. 
(But see Blau's 1972 reply.) However, elements are al"'o sometimes retained 
longest in environments where they are redundant--as is claimed here. In 
Greek, for exmnple, the infinitive is retained longest in contexts in which 
its subject is uniquely determinable (e.g. after can and begin) and it is, 
therefore, redundant. 
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